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Eshpanova D.D.
Modernization of Kazakhstani Society and its Reflection in the Social Consiousness
Some aspects of the modernization of axiological consciousness of Kazakhstani society are
being considered in the article. The article is written on the basis of sociological researches
which were conducted in the Institute of Philosophy and Political Science RK. Analysis of
axiological consciousness demonstrated that liberal democratic values important for Kazakhstani
society, but basic values are still a priority. Kazakhstanis perceive society modernization mostly
as unfair, that said: firstly, our nationals look up to the equality of income; secondly, there are no
extremely pessimistic appraisals of the contemporary social situation.
Zholmukhamedova N.Kh.
A Man in al-Farabi’s Aesthetics
The author researches in this article the central problem in the philosophy of great thinker alFarabi – the problem of perfect man in the light of dialectics of Truth and Beauty, in the context
of aesthetics of mutual understanding.
Satershinov B.M.
Historical Cognition of Kazakh People and the Problem of Shezhire
Such social-philosophical problems of historical self-consciousness and Kazakh people’s
cognition are examined in the article. Such notions as shezhire, steppe oral history study, steppe
knowledge, oral history are analyzed in the article. Author examines the oral history study of
nomads as well as Kazakhs as a type of historical cognition and form of historical self
consciousness.
Mamedova P.I.
Concept of Culture of Peace in the Context of the Development of
Civilizations
In the article author considers concept of culture of peace in a dialectical relationship with
the development of civilization. There is a special attention paid to the nature of the conflict in
the cultural, historical and sociological aspects in article.
Analysis of globalization and its impact on the formation of culture of peace and nonviolence,
where the position of Kazakhstan in develop specific models inter-ethnic tolerance takes a
special place, is significant in the study.
Galym Zhussipbek
Unfoundedness of the Theory ‘The Clash of Civilizations’
In this article the main ideas of the theory ‘the clash of civilizations’ – one of the most-debated
theories – are explored and criticized. The theory is criticized for its scientific weaknesses,
specifically for its misinterpretation and oversimplification of the causes of the contemporary
conflicts, misrepresentation of the leading civilizations and relations among the people belonged
to different civilizations. Moreover the article lays down the arguments against the biased,
stereotyped and ‘orientalistic’ interpretations of Islamic civilization.

Khamidov A.A.
Influense of Out-of-Scieme Knowledqe on Conceptnul formation of Classical
Mechanicy.
Influence of out-of-scientific knowledge (Hermetism and Arianism) on elaboration of the classic
mechanics of I. Newton. It is shown in particular that super task of mechanics Newton saw in
grounding of the genuine theology. It is marked as well that of P.S. Laplas the mechanics
obtained the scientific form.
Kapyshev A.B., Kolchigin S.Yu.
How Can Moral Be Independent From Religion?
Moral is impossible from religion though its reduced type can be independent from
confessional form.
True religion in objective plan is a belief in universe as reasonable and spiritual one but not
some blind stochastic force. In its inner aspect religion is the art of soul development. The soul is
the essence of man so religion is the art of human creature development.
Connected with the full belief or the sacred trust the highest human feelings in their core are
religious or sacral feelings. Therefore they are moral feelings too because they mean ontological
roots of a man in the universe, his harmony with reality as a whole.
Karipbaev B.I., Masalimova A.R.
Mental Bases of Juridical Phenomenon
In given article complex «interrelation» between right and mentality are considered. Author
considers these relations from two points of view: a) mentality as first form of human thinking
generates legal consciousness and right, b) legal also can influence deep levels of human life. In
research work author uses the notion «legal mentality».
Zaurbekova L.R., Koyanbaeva G.R.
General and Specific in National Culture as Theoretical-Methodoloqical Problem
This article analyzes the problem of relation and comparison of general and special in national
culture.
Doskhozhina Zh.M.
Manipulation as a Method of Spiritual Power
In this article the author tries to disclose the matter of manipulation mechanism in mass-media in
information epoch when the manipulation becomes threatening weapon for people.
Karipbaev B.I.
Political-Legal Aspects of Harmonization of Society
In given article the issues related to cooperation between legal system and politics, ways of
realization of given normative phenomena are considered. Cooperation between legal system and
politics is dialectical. Politics being under the influence of legal system also greatly influence the
legal process.

